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For chapter on action

In the Brothers Karamazov

\[ \text{Desheveled, from the procession's speech,} \]

\[ \text{necessary little; if indeed they can occur to human} \]

\[ \text{and utilitarian authors, as they were utterly insignificant, and un-} \]

\[ \text{and transcendental by dechristianizing very deeply in which reality is al-} \]

\[ \text{Here, above all, the triumphant novelty can be brought up short} \]

First quote for the chapter on language

Physical in The Character of Physical Law

\[ \text{I happened to know this, and I happen to know that, and maybe I know} \]

(quote for dimensional analysis, Chapter

My second quote

- Nietzsche, in The Will to Power

- Nietzsche, in The Will to Power

- Nietzsche, in The Will to Power

Full quote goes far, it can cut the thinking together again every day.

Perhaps quote for the chapter on reality

- Nietzsche, in The Will to Power

- Nietzsche, in The Will to Power

Knowing consciousness is insight.